
Itineraries 

MV FeBrina dives the areas of Kimbe Bay, the surrounding waters along the northern coast of New Britain such 
as Witu Islands to the northwest and Fathers Reefs to the east, the Rabaul area and the Southern Coastline 

of New Britain. For selected departures, MV FeBrina also travels to other dive areas in Papua New Guinea. 
 

The areas MV FeBrina dives are home to prolific and diverse marine creatures and corals. Each area has it's 
speciality and as most of our cruises cover at least two and often more destinations, we can offer many 

different types of diving in the one voyage. 

Signature Itinerary 

FeBrina's Signature Itinerary covers three areas of diving on the Northern Coast of New Britain Island. Working out of Walindi 
Resort in our best weather months, FeBrina visits the "must dive" sites in Kimbe Bay, at Witu Islands and also the Fathers 
Reefs area. Signature Itineraries are typically 9 and 10 nights. 

With an eight to ten hour steam between all three areas, you will be truly "getting away from it all" on a Signature Itinerary 
departure. Very rarely will you see another diver on a reef while at Witu islands or Fathers Reefs, other than your fellow FeBrina 
guests. 

This itinerary gives a fantastic cross section of many different dive types, from coral gardens, sea mounts, reef walls, arches 
and overhanging ledges, to muck diving in rubbly black sand bays, watching from the water as dolphins play in the FeBrina bow 
wave or interacting with the ever curious turtles. 

Mid Year Itinerary 

FeBrina operates several 8 night Mid Year Itineraries during the year.   During July and August, we cover two areas of diving on 
the Northern Coast of New Britain Island. Working out of Walindi Resort, FeBrina dives in Kimbe Bay and Fathers Reefs, 
including Lolobau Island. 

In July, FeBrina operates two Mid Year trips in conjunction with the Rabaul Mask Festival. One trip will depart Walindi and finish 
in Rabaul, arriving at the start of the festival. And the second trip departs from Rabaul at the end of the festival and returns 
to Walindi. Diving for these two departures covers Kimbe Bay and Fathers Reefs, plus a day diving around Rabaul. 

The 8 night Mid Year itineraries in the shoulder months, late June and late November operate out of Walindi and also cover two 
areas, Kimbe Bay and either Witu Islands OR Fathers Reefs, whichever has the best diving at the time. 

Other Itineraries 

During the early months of the year, MV FeBrina relocates to take advantage of best weather months in selected areas of 
Papua New Guinea and offer alternative itineraries for repeat clientele. Alternate itineraries differ from year to year and 
include South Coast New Britain (out of Rabaul) and Milne Bay (out of Alotau). 

South Coast New Britain diving is a wonderland of rare and unusual critters. Most of the diving is on fringing reefs and lagoons. 
This is quite different diving to the seamounts and deep drop offs of Kimbe Bay and our North Coast itineraries.  

Milne Bay area will excite lovers of pelagic fish as well as the smaller reef dwellers. Manta rays are regularly sighted on one 
particular reef. 

A stopover in the Tufi area is included on Rabaul to Milne Bay trips and diving includes a mix of critters and pelagics, along with 
stunning above water scenery. 


